A single-compartment model cannot describe passive expiration in intubated, paralysed humans.
The time-course of thoracic volume changes (respiratory inductive plethysmograph) during relaxed expiration was studied in 11 intubated, paralysed, mechanically ventilated subjects. The semilog volume-time curves show that expiration is governed by two apparently separate mechanisms: one causes emptying of most of the expired volume (approximately 80%) with a time constant of 0.50 +/- 0.22 s for a baseline tidal volume of 0.44 +/- 0.12 l (mean +/- SD) and 0.37 +/- 0.14 s when the tidal volume is reduced (VTP); the other contributes a relatively small amount to the expired volume over a significantly longer time, the time constant amounting to 3.27 +/- 1.54 s for baseline VT and 2.95 +/- 1.65 s for VTp. The first mechanism probably reflects the standard elastic and flow resistive properties of the respiratory system, while the second, slower compartment, is probably an expression of the viscoelastic properties of the pulmonary and chest wall tissues.